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STANDARD DRILL FOR NATIONAL FIRE SERVICE

For tho first time since Fire Brigades existed in this country all

firemen and firewomen are to be trained in the same fire-fighting technique
and procedure. Before the National Fire Service was formed there was no

standardised drill or method. An illustrated standard drill-book for the

N.F.S. has now been issued by the Fire Service Department of the Home

Office. It has been distributed to all Fire Stations and to Senior Officers

who will instruct their men in its contents. It is being used in the

training of both men-and women officers at the N.F.S. Staff College at

Brighton.

"In the old days," said Commander Firebrace, Chief of the Fire Staff

yesterday, "each brigade, from those manned by professionals in cities

and towns to the village volunteers, followed their own routine and talked

their own technical language. In peace time when brigades were self-

contained units this did not much matter, but now that the Fire Service is

a highly mobile national force, standardisation is essential in the

interests of efficiency.

"Units of the National Fire Service may be sent at a moment’s notice

to reinforce other units a hundred or more miles away. Confusion might
result unless they all understood the orders given and the methods for

carrying them out. Therefore a common language has been devised and in

future every fireman will use the same name for every piece of equipment,
the same orders will be used for identical operations throughout the

country and the same standard messages will be employed between firemen

at fires and the control rooms arranging for their requirements."

The book contains drills for all appliances, rescue drills, standard

tests for equipment - a vital precaution to minimise accident risks and

ensure 100 per cent efficiency at all times standard words of command,
and a list of names of all appliances.
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